Claire is a Paterno Fellow majoring in Anthropological Science and Geography.

She previously interned with the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, working with faculty to organize archaeozoology collections and edit archaeobotanical photographs. She received a scholarship from the Pennsylvania Space Grant Undergraduate Research Program.

As a research assistant in the Functional and Evolutionary Morphology Research Lab at Penn State, Claire helps process micro CT scan data and identify skeletal elements from digitized human and animal remains. Claire is also an assistant principal violist in the Campus Orchestra, as well as an active member of the Student Farm, Anthropology, and Music Service clubs.
Anthropological Science

Unique Learning Opportunities
- Focus on human behavioral and biological variation
- Courses in both theory and methods of archaeology, biological anthropology, and human ecology

Out-of-Classroom Experiences
- Lab and field-based research opportunities
- Join the Anthropology Club
- Volunteer in the Matson Museum of Anthropology

Education Abroad
- Students can participate in field school—both locally and internationally—to gain hands-on skills in the practice of archaeology, often including excavation and archaeological survey.
- Penn State offers more than 400 education abroad programs to allow students to tailor their experience to their interests. Learn more about education abroad in the College of the Liberal Arts at la.psu.edu/education-abroad.

Multiple Pathways
- Options to focus on biological anthropology, human ecology, and more

Internships and Career Paths
- Museums and archives
- Environmental organizations
- Healthcare
- Public health
- Advanced research
- Cultural resource management
- Nonprofit organizations
- Governmental agencies
- Human resources
- Forensics

To learn more about the major, visit ANTH.LA.PSU.EDU.
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